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Overview  

Vision is a dynamic process inherent in all animals.  Acuity is the measurement of visual clarity. 
Dynamic Visual Acuity is provided by the vibratory motion of the visual saccades which enables us to 
eat rather than be eaten.  The saccades refresh the responsiveness of the photoreceptors, located in the 
back of the retina, much like the pixel scanning lines on an electronic display.  That photoreceptor refresh 
in turn allows the neurons on the inner surface of the retina to act as the equivalent of a biological circuit 
board. It also allows the photoreceptors to use the constantly changing chromatic triangulation of the 
blue, green, and red focal depths to regulate acuity.    

A Dyop® (short for dynamic optotype) is a spinning segmented ring with contrasting (typically 
Black/White) segments and gaps which uses Dynamic Visual Acuity to provide a strobic stimulus to the 
photoreceptors.  The diameter (angular arc width) of a Dyop visual target is used as an indicator for 
measuring acuity and refractions.  The smallest Dyop angular arc width, where the direction of spinning 
can be detected, is the visual acuity and refraction endpoint.  At a Dyop sub-acuity (smaller) diameter, 
the direction of spin cannot be detected.  The strobic motion of the visual saccades results in a 
perception of motion by the Dyop segments/gaps Resonating with the refresh rate of the saccades. 
That motion functions as the visual equivalent of an audio tuning fork providing Dynamic Visual Acuity.  
Measuring acuity with a Dyop also does not require patient literacy and may be used to measure acuity in 
children as young as one year (or even younger).  Because traditional Resolution Acuity (gap detection) 
and letter Recognition Acuity use Static Visual Acuity, they are both inherently imprecise and 
inconsistent.  

Dyop Spinning Ring Components   Stiles-Crawford Effect 
Item 1 – the visual angular movement/velocity for the strobic contrast response for Resonance Acuity 
Item 2 – a moving segmented Minimum angle/arc/Area of Resolution (MAR) for dynamically stimulating retina cells with motion 
Item 3 – retinal cell clusters 
Item 4 – examples of static historic optotypes – Recognition Acuity and Resolution Acuity 
Item 5 – the static Minimum angle/arc/Area of Resolution (MAR) of a historic optotype 

See the demonstration video at: https://chart2020.com/dyop/ 

Twenty-first century vision has also been significantly impacted by the Stiles-Crawford Effect from 
emitted light from electronic devices. The eye developed to see scattered light and uses changes in the 
directional intensity of light to prioritize motion detection. The emitted light from electronic devices (such 
as your monitor or SmartPhone) hyper-stimulates the photoreceptors frequently leading to an overminus 
acuity endpoint (excess compensation) as to the optical correction for the refractive error.   

The strobic Dyop stimulus potentially allows for acuity and refraction testing with six times the precision 
of Snellen testing, one-sixth the variance, and up to three times the efficiency as to both acuity 
measurement (10 to 20 seconds per eye) and refractions (60 to 90 seconds per eye).  The strobic Dyop 
motion versus a static Snellen test also creates an additional improved level of acuity (reduced 
overminus) of about 0.25 diopters.  
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The Precision Test Dyop has an emmetrope value of 7.6 arc minutes acuity and has Dyop size 
increments in approximately 0.3 arc minute units.  For Standard Dyop acuity measurements the 
optimum emmetrope acuity value (20/20 - 6/6) is rounded to a value of 8 arc minutes with incremental 
arc width changes in whole units.   
 
The basic Dyop test displays a pair (duo) of identical diameter segmented Dyop rings, of which only ONE 
ring is spinning.  The acuity endpoint is based on the smallest diameter Dyop ring where the direction of 
spinning is detected.  (Again, the direction of spin is irrelevant,)  A sub-acuity diameter of a Dyop 
CANNOT be detected as spinning.  Displaying two segmented rings, of which only one is spinning, also 
serves as a check for false positives.  The subject can be asked if either, or any, of the rings are spinning, 
can be asked which ring (left or right) of the duo is spinning, and asked for the direction of that ring’s spin 
(as clockwise or anti-clockwise). 

 

   
Dyop Minimum 4 arc minutes 
at 6 meters viewing distance 

Dyop Start 41 arc minutes  
at 6 meters viewing distance 

Dyop Maximum 104 arc minutes 
at 6 meters viewing distance 

 
The precise spinning Dyop diameter equivalent to Snellen 20/20 (6/6) acuity has an angular arc width of 
7.6 arc minutes, an optimum 10% stroke width, and rotates at 40 revolutions per minute. Those 
attributes create a Dyop gap/segment visual stimulus AREA of 0.54 arc minutes squared (as the 
Minimum AREA of Resolution or MAR). The Dyop MAR stimulus AREA is smaller than the accepted 
Snellen/Sloan/Landolt visual stimulus AREA, which is 1.0 arc minute squared. As a result, the Dyop MAR 
is significantly more precise than the Snellen MAR, and has a linear increase in size with increasing 
diopters of blur rather than the Snellen size/blur logarithmic increase.  

 
Dyop linear size increase versus Snellen logarithmic size increase 

  

Sample Dyop Stroke Width and RPM Attribute changes versus Acuity Endpoints 
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Dyop Test  Options (and associated keystrokes) 
Adult Test – “A” - standard central duo – Black/White on Gray 
Children’s Test - “U” - separated peripheral duo – Black/White on Gray 
Infant Test - “I” - alternating peripheral single – Black on White 
Contrast Sensitivity Test – “C” - standard central duo – Color Adjustable Gaps/Segments 
Single Dyop Test – “S” - single central Dyop – Black/White on Gray 
Precision Test - “P” - Dyop duo w/ smaller increments size changes – Black/White on Gray 
Patient Wizard Test – “W” - group of automated Dyop test w/ multiple formats and Color options 

 
Traditional Vision Test Formats and Methodology 
Traditional static vision charts (such as those created by Dr Herman Snellen in 1862) consist typically of 
multiple rows of size scaled lines of static letters or shapes with testing typically performed at a viewing 
distance of 6 meters (20 feet). The standard is that each letter on the 6/6 (20/20) Snellen visual acuity 
line subtends a visual angle of 5 minutes of arc. The letters are typically larger at the top of the chart, and 
gradually decrease in size for each row as the patient continues to read down the chart. Printed, 
projected, and computerized versions of the Snellen chart are available. Printed paper charts or projected 
charts have the disadvantage of being easily memorized, and clinicians are unable to present the letters 
in a random order. With the advancement of technology over the past few decades, computerized visual 
acuity chart systems have become popular among clinicians as they allow for a larger visual acuity range 
to be tested, allow for smaller incremental line displays, single or multiple target presentations, and the 
use of a variety of optotypes such as Snellen-type letters, ETDRS charts (logMAR), Landolt C’s (or rings), 
tumbling E’s, numbers, children’s symbols (Allen figures), HOTV charts, or LEA symbols. 

 

 

A Manual Snellen Acuity Chart, Source; https://pixabay.com/vectors/snellen‐test‐chart‐diagnostic‐3312498/, and a Computerized 
Snellen Acuity Chart, Source; Chart2020® Version 10.3.6.  
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To be compatible with current Snellen 6/6 (20/20) standards, the corresponding optimum diameter 
(angular arc width) Dyop has an equivalent diameter of 7.6 arc minutes, a 10% stroke width, and a 40 
RPM rotation rate. The resultant (optimum) Dyop has a visual stimulus area (gap or Minimum AREA of 
Resolution) which has empirically been determined to be 0.54 arc minutes squared. That Minimum 
AREA of Resolution (MAR) is smaller (and apparently more precise and consistent) than the Snellen 
traditional stimulus of 1.0 arc minute squared area (MAR). The strobic Dyop stimulus also minimizes 
photoreceptor depletion and the potential for an over-minused refraction frequently found when using 
static optotypes. The Dyop precision allows for the incremental visual measurement of acuity from an 
angular width of 104 arc minutes (Snellen 6/600 or 20/2000) down to an angular width of 4 arc minutes 
(Snellen 6/2 or 20/6). Acuity above 6/600 (20/2000) is defined as being legally blind. Because a Dyop 
uses Resonance Acuity, rather than Recognition Acuity, it is also culture and language independent, 
and should be useful for measuring acuity in children that are over one year of age.  

 

Accessing the Dyop Tests 
 

 
The typical Dyop test screen will display the Dyop arc minutes angular width in the Lower Left corner 
of the screen, traditional Snellen values (meters or feet) or LogMAR or Decimal Scientific Notation in the 
Upper Left corner of the screen.  Dyop attributes such as Stroke Width, RPM rate, and Gap/Segment 
hexadecimal colors are also displayed in the Upper Left Corner below the Snellen/Scientific notation 
values.   
 
The Upper Right of the screen contains a roll-over Cog-wheel Settings Menu icon which displays the 
other icons along the right side of the screen for selecting Dyop test modes and options 
 
 
 

       Chart2020 typically starts in the LogMAR Mode 
  unless the setup is configured to start in the Dyop Mode 

To access the Dyop tests from the Chart2020 platform use  
the Right Side Menu Icons to display specific Dyop icons.  

Pressing “W” will also access the Dyop Adult test 
       . 

 
Access the Setup Menu by pressing the  

F10 key. Be sure to properly Set and Save the viewing 
distance, screen size, exam Lane setup before Exiting. 

 
Dyop Components 

The Dyop segmented ring will spin clockwise OR counter-clockwise 
OR appear static with size values displayed in the Left Corners. 
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Dyop Acuity Comparison 
 
The following table represents the relationship between Dyop diameters in arc minutes versus diopters of 
blur. The Snellen feet and meter values, and the suggested initial spherical correction in diopters, are 
calculated as a function of the Dyop angular arc width.   The Dyop 7.6 arc minutes equivalent to the 
Snellen 6/6 and 20/20 has been rounded to whole number 8 arc minutes for efficiency. 

Dyop Arc Width versus Snellen Meters/Feet and Screen Diameter (mm) at 20 feet (6.1 meters) 
DUA = Dyop Unaided Acuity (arc minutes) 

DEE arc min = Dyop Emmetrope Equivalent (arc minutes)  
IRS = Initial Refraction Sphere (+/‐) in diopters rounded by .125 

DUA arc minutes minus 8 arc minutes = DEE (arc minutes) 
IRS (+/‐) in diopters = DEE arc minutes divided by 6 

(DUA-8) (DEE/6 = IRS) +/- Snellen Screen Diameter Dyop Unaided Acuity 
DUA DEE Initial Refraction Feet Meters   (DUA/7.6)*13.5 mm 

Arc Minutes Emmetrope Sphere 20 / xx 6 / xx LogMAR Decimal Diameter = mm 

104 96 16 2000 600 2 0.01 185 

81 73 12.125 1300 400 1.85 0.015 144 

70 62 10.375 1000 300 1.7 0.02 124 

62 53 8.875 800 240 1.6 0.025 110 

57 49 8.125 650 200 1.52 0.03 101 

52 44 7.375 550 170 1.5 0.035 92 

46 38 6.5 475 145 1.4 0.04 82 

41 33 5.5 400 120 1.3 0.05 73 

39 31 5.125 350 100 1.2 0.06 69 

35 27 4.5 300 90 1.18 0.07 62 

32 24 4 250 75 1.1 0.08 57 

30 22 3.625 220 67 1.05 0.09 53 

28 20 3.375 200 60 1 0.1 50 

25 17 2.875 170 50 0.9 0.12 44 

24 16 2.625 150 45 0.87 0.13 43 

22 14 2.375 130 40 0.83 0.15 39 

21 13 2.125 110 34 0.8 0.17 37 

20 12 2 100 30 0.7 0.2 36 

19 11 1.875 90 27 0.6 0.22 34 

18 10 1.625 80 25 0.65 0.23 32 

17 9 1.5 75 23 0.54 0.26 30 

16 8 1.375 70 21 0.52 0.29 28 

15 7 1.125 65 20 0.5 0.32 27 

14 6 1 60 18 0.48 0.36 25 

13 5 0.875 50 15 0.4 0.42 23 

12 4 0.625 45 14 0.3 0.5 21 

11 3 0.5 40 12 0.22 0.58 20 

10 2 0.375 32 9.5 0.15 0.67 18 

9 1 0.125 25 7.5 0.1 0.83 16 

8 0 0 20 6 0 1 14 

7 -1 -0.125 18 5.5 -0.04 1.17 12 

6 -2 -0.375 15 4.5 -0.1 1.36 11 

5 -3 -0.5 10 4 -0.2 1.65 9 

4 -4 -0.625 6 2 -0.25 2 7 
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Dyop Acuity Methodology 
 
Because a Dyop uses Resonance Acuity based on photoreceptor perception, rather than Recognition 
Acuity based on culturally dependent letter-based tests or symbols, and because a Dyop has a smaller 
and more precise stimulus area, the precision of a Dyop test allows a significant number of advantages 
and benefits not available with previous optotypes, including testing without requiring patient literacy. 
 
The Dyop gap stimulus (Minimum AREA of Resolution or MAR) is 0.54 arc minutes squared which is 
about half the size of the stimulus area of the Snellen typical MAR of 1.0 arc minutes squared. As a result 
of the smaller (by a half) Dyop MAR, a Dyop has a linear relationship as to the size of the Dyop arc width 
diameter and associated diopters of blur, rather than the logarithmic (LogMAR) ratio of size to the 
diopters of blur inherent in the Snellen-type tests. 
 
Despite the increased precision and consistency of the Dyop as a visual stimulus, a Dyop itself is only a 
visual target and NOT a visual test.  However, the Dyop increased precision and consistency allows for 
a uniquely efficient and precise acuity test and refraction methodology. 

 
The Dyop “forced choice” flowchart algorithm (see above) allows the Dyop test to provide a highly 
efficient method of vision testing.  The algorithm divides the Dyop sizes range into incremental ranges 
starting at a midpoint of 41 arc minutes (Snellen 6/120 or 20/400).  For a duo test, if either Dyop is 
detected as spinning the Dyop arc width drops to the next smallest diameter group to rapidly reach the 
acuity endpoint.  If NEITHER Dyop is detected as spinning, the algorithm incrementally advances to a 
larger increment until a Dyop IS detected as spinning which then is the acuity endpoint.  Once the 
spinning of either Dyop CANNOT be detected (as sub-acuity), the Dyop diameter of the duo is increased 
incrementally until spinning IS detected.  This allows rapid access of a range of the 34 permutations of 
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Dyop diameters from a maximum of 104 arc minutes (Snellen 6/600 or 20/2000) down to a minimum 
of 4 arc minutes (Snellen 6/2 or 20/6).  It also allows reaching the acuity endpoint (akin to the 
decreasing lines of letter sizes) in eight or fewer steps enabling the potential determination of acuity in 10 
to 20 seconds per eye or refractions in 60 to 90 seconds per eye.  
 
The value in arc minutes for the minimum diameter where the spinning of the Dyop is detected is the 
acuity end point and may be recorded as arc minutes, Snellen Feet, Snellen Meters, Snellen Decimals, or 
Snellen LogMAR values. Once the test is finished, a report may be generated and will be available for 
printing or storing in the current software system.  
 
At each diameter setting the patient is asked “Is (one of) the segmented (Dyop) ring(s) spinning?”  
Based upon the patient’s response, the displayed Dyop diameter(s) will get incrementally larger if 
spinning is NOT DETECTED (sub-acuity is a “NO” response) until spinning IS detected.   That minimum 
diameter for detection of spinning is the acuity endpoint.  If spinning of the displayed Dyop IS DETECTED 
(a “YES” response), the displayed Dyop will get smaller to the next incremental range until spinning is 
NOT detected (sub-acuity). The sub-acuity Dyop size will then get incrementally larger until spinning IS 
detected which will indicate the acuity endpoint. Each change in the Dyop diameter also has the next 
displayed Dyop size spinning in the opposite direction or the location of the spinning Dyop is changed. 
The angular arc width (value in arc minutes) of the smallest diameter Dyop where spinning IS 
detected is the acuity endpoint and corresponds to Snellen measurements. 
 
At the acuity endpoint, it may also be useful to ask the patient for the direction of spin of that smallest 
detected spinning Dyop as either being clockwise or counterclockwise to detect for false positives. If 
the patient successfully indicates the spin direction of that smallest spinning Dyop detected, then the 
test ends for that eye and the diameter value of that Dyop is registered as the acuity end point. If they 
cannot detect the spin direction of the Dyop, then the test goes back to the previously incrementally 
larger Dyop, and the patient is asked again if they can detect the spin direction of that displayed Dyop 
as the acuity endpoint.  
 
(For younger patients it also may be useful to have a nearby chart explaining historical difference of 
clockwise versus counterclockwise due to the overabundance of exposure to “modern technology.”)   
 
 
 
The figure to the right shows a sign which might be posted next to the 
Dyop Chart2020 system showing the direction of Dyop spin as either 
Clockwise or Counterclockwise. The patient may be asked to identify 
the direction of spin rotation to check for false positives. 

 
 
Counterclockwise 

 
 
Clockwise 
 

 

Dyop Test Options 
 
The multiple Dyop test modes may be accessed by roll-over (and click) icons on the peripheral right side 
of the screen or by specific keyboard letters. 

Dyop Modules Dyop Settings 
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Dyop Notation Formats 
Press “F” for Snellen Feet, 

Press “D” for Decimal, 
Press “L” for LogMAR, 

Press “M” for Snellen Metric. 

Dyop Test Modes 
Press the “W” key for the Patient Wizard, 

“A” for Adult Test, “U” for Children’s Test, 
 “S” key for the Single Spinning Dyop test, 

“C” for the Color/Contrast, “P” for Precision, 
“I” for the Infant Test. 

 
Individual Color/Contrast permutations  

may be selected by using a mouse.  
Takes you to the Color Options Menu 

when you select the Color/Contrast Icon  

 
Basic Color Selection Options  

Or Press the “Home” key to scroll  
through permutations 

 
Precision Module 

Research ONLY Application. 
Takes you to the Precision Options Menu where 
stroke width and rotation speed may be adjusted 

   
Exit the Dyop Module 

You may also press “E” or the Space Bar to go 
to the LogMAR Module and exit the program. 

   
 

The Adult Mode is accessed by pressing the “A” 
key.  Basic Color options are accessed via the 
“Home” key.  The Adult test is best done at a  

6 meter (20 foot) viewing distance. 

 
Children’s Mode is accessed by pressing the “U” key.  
Basic Color options are accessed via the “Home” key.  

The Children’s test is best done at a  
3 meter (10 foot) viewing distance. 
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The Infant Mode is accessed by pressing the “IU” 

key.  .  Basic Color options are accessed via the 
“Home” key.  .  The Infant test is best done at a 

1 meter (3 foot) viewing distance. 

 
Precision Mode is accessed by pressing the “P” key. 

Normal color options are accessed via the “Home” key. 
Precision acuity is in ~ 0.3 arc minute increments  

(+/- 0.05 diopters). 

  
 

Dyop Basic Color Testing 
 
Because acuity is typically a response to the Red, Green, and Blue photoreceptors, the disparate color acuity 
endpoints can also be used to calibrate color perception and as an indicator of potential visual symptoms such as 
dyslexia, migraines, epilepsy, and glaucoma. 

 
Dyop Basic Color options (screenshots below) are sequentially accessed via pressing the “Home” key 

 
Typical Dyop Color Acuity Endpoint Responses 

Arc Width and Snellen values in feet (20/XX) and meters (6/xx) 
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Dyop Basic Color Acuity can rapidly screen for color vision abnormalities such as 
potential symptoms of dyslexia, migraines, and epilepsy. 

 
 

Dyop Low Vision Testing 
 
Low Vision is acuity worse than 6/600 (20/2000) and can measured with a degree of “accurately” using a 
Dyop because of the (unique) linear ratio of the Dyop diameter to diopters of blur. The Low Vision is 
measured using a test setup for a 6.1 meters (20 foot) viewing distance but viewing those Dyops at half 
the designated distance (i.e., 3.05 meters or 10 feet). That reduced 3.05 meters (10 feet) viewing 
distance will display values equivalent to having the patient view the screen at 6 meters (20 feet) but with 
a larger monitor.  
 

 

 
 
Dyop Infant Acuity Test 
 
The Dyop Infant Acuity Test (Keystroke “I”) is intended for children one month or older versus the 
Children’s Acuity Test (Keystroke “U”) which is for children or non-verbal subjects older than 1 year of 
age.  The Infant test displays values for Metric (Keystroke “M)”, Feet (Keystroke “F”), Decimal 
(Keystroke “D”), or LogMAR (Keystroke “L”) in “standard” (whole decimal) visual increments with the 
same scale and increments as used for adult acuity.  The Infant mode also has the corresponding Teller 
Card acuity increments for comparison purposes.  The Infant Mode incremental sizes initially begin at 41 
arc minutes (6/400 or 20/1300), go up to 104 arc minutes (6/600 or 20/2000), or down to 5 arc minutes 
(6/4 or 20/10) with 8 arc minutes being equivalent to 6/6 or 20/20 acuity.  Each time the Dyop changes 
sizes in the Infant Test a Bell tone will sound.  You can mute the speakers to eliminate the tone if 
it is NOT desired. 
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To change the Dyop Infant Test diameters use the Up/Down arrows or the mouse scroll key.  Use the 
Left/Right arrows to alternate the location of the single spinning Dyop, the “End” key or the “.” (Period) 
key to stop/start toggle the spinning motion, and the “/” (slash) key to reverse the direction of spin.  
To Exit the Infant test press any of the other Dyop test keystrokes such as “A” (Adult), “U” (Children), 
“S” (Single Dyop), “C” (Contrast test), or “P” (Precision test). Pressing the “Home” will access the 
Basic Colors, but display only a single peripheral Dyop. 
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Selecting the “Home” the “Home” key 
while in the Infant test mode will access 

Basic Colors options. 
 

The single peripheral COLORED Dyop of the 
Infant test will alternate from side to side 

 
Blue on Gray 

 

 
Red on Gray 

 

 

 
Green on White    Green on Gray 

 

 

 
Blue on Gray    Red on Gray 

You can also measure acuity using the 
standard Dyop contrast mode  

 

 
You can also measure acuity using the 

standard Dyop contrast mode  

 
Dyop Patient Wizard Tests 
 
To access the Patient Wizard tests either select the Dyop icon or press the letter “W.” 
Be sure to adjust the Viewing Distance to the actual viewing distance, and select the correct Test Color 
Option and Test Type.  The Dyop Children’s Test is intended for children over one year of age, and uses 
preferential looking with TWO peripherally separated Dyops.  It is best used at 1 meter (three feet).   
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Basic Acuity ‐ Adult Test 

 

  Adjustible Viewing Distances 

 
 Color Acuity Options    Available Test Formats 

 

 

 
 

Dyop Patient Wizard Reports 
 
The same/similar database table as used in Chart2020 ETDRS testing is used for the Dyop Patient tests, 
and a similar report is used to store the Dyop acuity end points as done with ETDRS.  
 
The patient report presents details as to the acuity response and determination of efficiency. Basic acuity 
for an optimum Black/White-on-Gray Dyop of 6/9.5 (20/32) or worse indicates that the patient should be 
referred for a refraction for further testing.   However, also available is reporting as to acuity in color for 
diagnostic assistance.  
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Sample Dyop Test Diagnostic Reports 
Unaided Acuity of 6/9.5 (20/32) or above should be referred for professional examination 

Typical Adult Acuity – “Not Refer” Typical Adult Acuity - “Refer”  

  
 
 

Basic Color Screening – “Not Refer” Basic Color Screening – “Refer” 

  
 

Typical Children’s Acuity Test - Refer 
 

Typical Advanced “Normal” Color Acuity 
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Typical Advanced “Dyslexic” Color Acuity 

 
Typical Advanced “Color Blind” Color Acuity 

  

 
Dyop Color-Contrast Sensitivity and Attributes (SW/RPM) Menus 

Color Table Editor 
Access the Dyop Color/Contrast Menu by selecting the 
 Color Selection Icon. Segment colors and labels may be 

individual edited or by using the Color Picker 

 

Attributes Table Editor 
Access the Dyop Attributes Menu by pressing the 

Attributes Icon to changes the stroke width and  
rotation speed. 

 
 

Preconfigured Dyop Color/Contrast-Sensitivity Hexadecimal Values 
Pressing the “C” key in the Dyop test accesses the Contrast Mode, and then progress through the 
preconfigured (and customizable) test sequence by pressing the “N” key. Return through the sequence by 
pressing the “J” key. Access the Normal Mode by pressing the “A” key. The following Dyop gap/segment and 
sequence values are preconfigured settings as to Color/Contrast variables but may be modified as desired. 

 
Dyop Contrast-Sensitivity - Hexadecimal Reference Values 

Table of Typical Values which may be used to select the desired Color/Contrast permutations 
Color  Black/White Red Red Green Green Blue Blue 
Label Hex value % White Hex value % Red Hex value % Green Hex value % Blue 
White FFFFFF 100 FFFFFF 100 FFFFFF 100 FFFFFF 100 
80% CCCCCC 80 FF9999 80 99FF99 80 9999FF 80 

Gray25 BFBFBF 75 FF8080 75 80FF80 75 8080FF 75 
60% 999999 60 FF3333 60 33FF33 60 3333FF 60 

Gray50 808080 50 FF0000 50 00FF00 50 0000FF 50 
40% 666666 40 CC0000 40 00CC00 40 0000CC 40 

Gray75 404040 25 800000 25 008000 25 000080 25 
20% 333333 20 660000 20 006600 20 000066 20 

Black 000000 0 000000 0 000000 0 000000 0 
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        Target Ring/Core=808080 / RGB 128,128,128    
ID Segment 1 Segment 2 Sequence Label 
1 00FF00 80ff80 1 Green/Green75 

2 0000FF 000080 2 Blue/Blue25 
3 000000 404040 3 Black/Gray25 
4 0000FF 000000 4 Blue/Black 
5 FF0000 808080 5 Red/Gray50 

6 FF0000 800000 6 Red/Red25 
7 FF0000 FF8080 7 Red/Red75 
8 BFBFBF FFFFFF 8 Gray75/White 
9 404040 808080 9 Gray25/Gray50 
10 00FF00 808080 10 Green/Gray50 
11 0000FF 808080 11 Blue/Gray50 
12 0000FF 8080FF 12 Blue/Blue75 
13 808080 BFBFBF 13 Gray50/Gray75 
14 00FF00 FFFFFF 14 Green/White 
15 FF0000 000000 15 Red/Black 
16 000000 808080 16 Black/Gray50 
17 00FF00 008000 17 Green/Green25 
18 404040 BFBFBF 18 Gray25/Gray75 

19 808080 FFFFFF 19 Gray50/White 
20 000000 BFBFBF 20 Black/Gray75 
21 000000 00FF00 21 Black/Green 
22 FF0000 FFFFFF 22 Red/White 
23 404040 FFFFFF 23 Gray25/White 
24 0000FF FFFFFF 24 Blue/White 
25 000000 FFFFFF 25 Black/White 

 
Screen Shots of the Preconfigured Dyop Color/Contrast Sensitivity Combinations 

Hex 00FF00 and 80FF80  Hex 000000 and 404040 

 
Hex 0000FF and 000080 

 
Hex 000000 and 0000FF 

  
 

Hex FF0000 and FF8080 

 

Hex FF0000 and 800000 
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Hex FF0000 and 808080 

 
Hex 00FF00 and 808080 

Hex BFBFBF and FFFFFF 

 
Hex 0000FF and 8080FF 

 
Hex 0000FF and 808080 

 
Hex 404040 and 808080 

 
Hex 808080 and BFBFBF 

 
Hex 00FF00 and FFFFFF 

 
Hex 000000 and FF0000 

 
Hex 000000 and 808080 
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Hex 00FF00 and 008000 

 
Hex 808080 and FFFFFF 

 
Hex 404040 and BFBFBF 

 
Hex 000000 and BFBFBF 

 
Hex 000000 and 00FF00 

 
 

Hex FF0000 and FFFFFF 

 
Hex 0000FF and FFFFFF 

 
Hex 0000FF and FFFFFF 

 
Pressing the “A” or “U” or “S” Key will return to the Optimum Dyop (Hex 000000 and FFFFFF) 
Pressing the “Home” key will toggle through the Basic Color Permutations. 
See the pictorial explanation at: http://www.chart2020.com/Trial/Research/Dyop_UserGuide.pdf 

 
Dyop Refraction Methodology 
 
Because of the linear ratio of the Dyop diameter to diopters of blur, the Dyop arc minute acuity endpoint 
allows for a relatively simple, yet precise, relationship between the initial arc width Dyop setting and the 
initial refractive sphere. The Dyop MAR creates an “optimum” minimum for sphere, cylinder, and axis 
when detecting Dyop spinning and the sphere, or cylinder, or axis deviating from those minimum values. 

 
The precise Emmetrope Dyop equivalent to a Snellen 20/20 (6/6) optotype is 7.6 arc minutes in 
diameter, with zero sphere, zero cylinder, and zero axis.  However, for convenience the emmetrope value 
is rounded to 8 arc minutes for determining refractions.   
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The initial Unaided Dyop Acuity (UDA) in arc minutes (am) has a linear relationship to the diopters of 
sphere (either + or -) but is approximately 8 arc minutes larger than the Emmetrope Comparison Value 
(ECV) in arc minutes (a made-up term).  The Emmetrope Comparison Value (ECV) in arc minutes has 
a linear relationship to the diopters of blur and the Initial Refraction Setting (IRS) where an ECV value 
of zero is equal to an IRS value of zero.  When the ECV is NOT zero, dividing the ECV by six determines 
the (+/-) value of the IRS.  (See the Dyop Acuity Comparison Table on page 5 above.) 

 
Refraction typically start with the right eye, then the left eye, followed by a binocular refraction.  First 
determine the smallest diameter Unaided Dyop Acuity (UDA) in arc minutes (am) where spinning can 
be detected. Subtract 8 from the UDA am value to determine the Emmetrope Comparison Value (ECV) 
arc minute value.  Next, divide the ECV am value by 6 to get the Initial Refraction Setting (IRS) +/- in 
Diopters, but round that number to the nearest quarter of a Diopter. The IRS Diopter value will be plus 
(+) for a hyperope and minus (-) for a myope. You can confirm the correct IRS Diopter setting because 
an incorrect plus (+) or minus (-) IRS lens setting will make the spinning Dyop blurrier rather than 
clearer. The formula for lens power is (UDA-8)/6 = ECV/6 = Diopters of blur.  Reducing the Dyop 
diameter to sub-acuity (where spinning is NOT detected) is also equivalent to adding blur to the 
Snellen test when reduces the acuity line response and testing for false positives. 
 
The following are examples:   
A 14 am UDA corresponds to an ECV of 6 am and 1 diopter of IRS sphere, either plus (+) or minus (-).  
A 20 am UDA corresponds to an ECV of 12 am and two diopters of IRS sphere.  
A 26 am UDA corresponds to an ECV of 18 am and three diopters of IRS sphere.  
A 32 am UDA corresponds to an ECV of 18 am and four diopters of IRS sphere.  
 
Steps for a Dyop refraction: 
 
Prior to testing insure that the Chart2020 Setup menu has the proper monitor calibration and 
patient viewing distance.  The Lower Left Corner of the Dyop screen displays the Dyop arc minute 
(am) diameter. The Upper Left Corner displays the corresponding Sloan, logMar, Decimal, 
or Metric ratio options. Use a Mouse Scroll Wheel, an IR controller, the screen indicators, or the 
Keyboard Arrows (preferably on a wireless keyboard) to adjust the Dyop diameters. 

 
1. If you have access to an autorefractor or retinoscope, use the initial autorefractor or retinoscope 

approximate values for sphere, cylinder, and axis and proceed to step 3. 
 

2. If you do NOT have an autorefractor or retinoscope, determine the smallest Unaided Dyop Acuity 
(UDA) Dyop arc width.  Check for false positives by alternating the Dyop spin location and direction. 
That UDA arc minute (am) value, minus 8 arc minutes, determines the Emmetrope Comparison 
Value (ECV). That ECV divided by six determines the (approximate) Initial Refraction Sphere (IRS). 
An incorrect choice (– or +) of IRS sphere will make the Dyop blurrier. 

 
3. With the approximate correct IRS diopter spherical lens (as either – or +), determine the Axis by 

adding a minimum of a - 0.50 diopter Cylinder lens. Rotate that Cylinder lens to determine the 
maximum Dyop clarity (i.e., reduced blur) as the optimum Axis setting.  

 
4.  With the approximate Sphere setting and optimum Axis setting, add cylinder in 0.25 diopter 

increments (either – or + based on the initial findings) to determine if the spinning Dyop becomes 
clearer.  If the Dyop becomes blurrier, reverse the selection to remove + or - 0.25 diopters of 
Cylinder to find the optimum (clearer) Cylinder setting.  
 

5. With the optimum Cylinder and optimum Axis determined, reduce the Dyop diameter to the smallest 
arc width where the Dyop spin direction can be detected, then incrementally add or remove additional 
(-) 0.25 diopters of Sphere (myope) or (+) 0.25 diopters of Sphere (hyperope) to determine if the 
spinning Dyop becomes clearer.  If the spinning Dyop becomes blurrier, reverse the selection, 
reducing the sphere by either (-) 0.25 diopters (myope) or (+) 0.25 diopters (hyperope) to make the 
spinning as clear as possible. Refine the Cylinder by adding additional (+/-) 0.25 or 0.125 diopters 
Cylinder and (+/-) 0.25 or 0.125 diopters Sphere increments to optimize the Dyop values and reduce 
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the Dyop arc width diameter where the spin direction is still detected. Reducing the Dyop diameter 
avoids the preference for an under-plused refraction by a hyperope. 

 
6. Continue to reduce the Dyop diameter to where the spin direction of the smallest Dyop can be 

detected to determine the refraction endpoint and the optimum setting for Sphere, Cylinder, and 
Axis. Note that when you overminus a myope OR overplus a hyperope the SPINNING Dyop will get 
LESS CLEAR. You want detection of the SPINNING Dyop to be as clear as possible. A STATIC 
Dyop, however, will seem to get “clearer” with an overminus. 
 

7. Record the Best Dyop Visual Acuity (BDVA) in arc minutes or as the Snellen ratio or Metric ratio. 
Repeat the process for each eye and binocularly. With practice, it should be possible to have a 
Dyop refraction completed for each eye or binocularly in 60 to 90 seconds per eye, but with the 
increased Dyop precision and consistency versus the result from using static optotypes. 
 

Dyop Keyboard Layout and Shortcuts  

 
 

Near Vision and Remote Testing  
Near vision testing and remote testing may be done by linking the Host PC computer running 
the Dyop tests using either the AnyDesk or TeamViewer software to connect to virtually any 
Remote computer/device such as an iPad, iPhone, MacBook, or Android tablet or phone. 
Calibrate the Remote device using the Setup Menu on the PC host as to the Screen Calibration 
separation lines (preferably using the more precise Metric increments) as viewed on the 
Remote screen and setting the actual Viewing Distance from the Remote screen to the patient.  
All of the test calibrations will be appropriately modified. 
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Unfortunately, conference software such as Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, and WebEx 
does not allow enough bandwidth for proper and uniform Dyop rotation, but they can be used 
to simultaneously communicate with the patient.   
 
Further Suggested Dyop Research and Validation Studies 
For more information on Research applications for the Dyop test go to: 
http://chart2020.com/trial‐research/ 

Suggested List of Dyop Research Projects: 

 Low Vision Acuity Measurement Using a Dyop 
 Using a Dyop to Determine the Photoreceptor Refresh Rate 
 Minimum AREA of Resolution Validation Using a Dyop 
 Color/Contrast Perception of Acuity Using a Dyop 
 Color/Contrast Perception Based Upon Genetic Ethnicity Using a Dyop 
 Color/Contrast Perception and the Potential Correlation to Dyslexia-type symptoms 
 Color/Contrast Perception and the Potential Correlation to Migraine-type symptoms 
 Acuity and Color/Contrast Acuity in Mice Using a Dyop 
 Refraction Test Accuracy Using a Dyop versus Classic Static-Letter Optotypes 
 Refraction Test Efficiency Using a Dyop versus Classic Static-Letter Optotypes 
 Optimum Dyop acuity rotation rate 
 Optimum Dyop acuity stroke width 



Is the 1862 Snellen Test  
Making 21st Century People Blinder? 

Snellen/Sloan versus Dyop Acuity 



             Dyop® Refraction Procedure         __ 
2021-10-11 

A Dyop® (short for dynamic optotype) is a segmented ring visual target using Dynamic Visual Acuity whose spinning gaps/segments create a strobic 
stimulus which resonates with the saccade induced refresh vibrations of the retina photoreceptors.  The detection of spinning of a Dyop is much like the 
visual equivalent of a tuning fork to facilitate its being used for measuring acuity and refractions.  The smallest diameter (angular arc width) Dyop ring 
where the direction of spin is detected is the acuity endpoint (with the actual clockwise or anti-clockwise direction of spin being irrelevant).  A sub-
acuity Dyop has the gap/segments blurred or “twinkling” rather than having a clear spin direction.   
Basic Dyop Refraction Steps = UDA => ECV => IRS => BDVA: 
The linear Dyop ratio of increased diameter to increased spherical blur allows for a relatively simple, yet precise determination, of refractions.   
1. If you HAVE access to an autorefractor or retinoscope, use those initial values for sphere, cylinder, and axis and proceed to step 3. 
2.  If you DO NOT have an autorefractor or retinoscope, determine the Unaided Dyop Acuity (UDA) as the smallest diameter Dyop angular arc width 
detected as spinning.  Check for false positives by alternating the Dyop spin direction and/or location.  Subtracting 8 arc minutes from the UDA 
determines the Emmetrope Comparison Value (ECV). That ECV value, when divided by six, determines the Initial Refraction Setting (IRS) in 
diopters.  The correct IRS diopters of sphere (either + or -) will make the Dyop appear clearer.  An incorrect (– or +) sphere makes the Dyop blurrier. 
3.  With the correct initial (– or +) IRS diopter spherical lens in place, verify the axis by adding - 0.50 diopters or more of cylinder. Rotate that cylinder 
lens to determine the maximum Dyop clarity (via further reduced blur) as the optimum Axis setting.  
4.  Reduce the Dyop diameter for the IRS sphere to determine the optimum Axis where the Dyop is still detected as spinning.  This avoids the 
preference for an under-plused refraction (especially as preferred by a hyperope).   
5.  With the IRS Sphere and the optimum Axis setting, adjust the cylinder in 0.25 diopter increments (as either – or + based on the initial findings) to 
determine if the spinning Dyop becomes clearer. If the Dyop becomes blurrier, reverse the selection to remove or add 0.25 diopters of Cylinder to find 
the optimum Cylinder setting.  
6.  With the optimum Cylinder (and Axis) determined, again reduce the Dyop diameter to the smallest arc width where the direction of spinning 
can be detected.  Then incrementally adjust the Sphere with either (-) 0.25 diopters (myope) or (+) 0.25 diopters (hyperope) to determine if the spinning 
Dyop becomes clearer or blurrier.  If the spinning Dyop becomes blurrier, adjust the sphere by either (-) 0.25 diopters (myope) or (+) 0.25 diopters 
(hyperope) to make the spinning as clear as possible.  Refine (validate) the Cylinder by adjusting in increments of 0.25 or 0.125 diopters of Cylinder 
and (+/-) 0.25 or 0.125 diopters of Sphere to optimize the Dyop values and reduce the Dyop arc width diameter to where spinning is still detected.  
7.   The refraction endpoint will be the optimum setting for sphere, cylinder, and axis for the smallest Dyop angular arc minute diameter where the 
direction of spin can be detected.  Note that a STATIC Dyop will seem to get “clearer” with an overminus.  When you overminus a myope OR 
overplus a hyperope the SPINNING Dyop will get less clear.  You want spin direction detection of the SPINNING Dyop to be as clear as possible. 
8.  Record the Dyop Best Visual Acuity (DBVA) in Dyop arc minutes or as the Snellen ratio or Metric ratio. Repeat the process for each eye and 
binocularly. With practice, it should be possible to have a Dyop refraction completed in 90 seconds or less per eye, but with the same increased 
precision and consistency of a Dyop versus the use of static optotypes. 
Dyop Test Setup: 
To properly ensure monitor calibration and patient viewing distance, use the Chart2020 Setup Menu (Keystroke “F10”) before using the tests.  Save 
and Exit to return to the tests.  The Dyop test screen Upper Left Corner displays options for Sloan Feet/Metric, or LogMAR, or Decimal values. The 
Dyop test Lower Left Corner displays the Dyop arc minute (am) diameter.  Use a Mouse Scroll Wheel, IR controller, screen indicator icons, or 
the Keyboard Arrows to adjust the Dyop diameter.  Using Dyop Arc Minutes is more precise than Snellen feet or meters.  At each step, reduce they 
Dyop diameter as much as possible.  The refraction sequence is initial Sphere, Axis, Cylinder, readjust the Sphere, then readjust the Cylinder.   

The table below illustrates the relationship of the Unaided Dyop Acuity (UDA) endpoint to the corresponding diopters of blur. 
UDA = initial Unaided Dyop Acuity (arc minutes)  ECV = Emmetrope Comparison Value (arc minutes) IRS = Initial Refraction Setting (diopters) 
UDA arc minutes minus 8 arc minutes = ECV arc minutes            ECV arc minutes divided by 6 = IRS in diopters (+/-) Rounded to 0.125 diopters 

Snellen/Sloan ratio =   20 / XX 2000 1300 1000 800 650 550 475 400 350 300 250 220 200 170 150 130 110 100 

Metric ratio  =  6 / XX 600 400 300 240 200 170 145 120 100 90 75 67 60 50 45 40 34 30 

Unaided Dyop Acuity arc min = UDA 104 81 70 62 57 52 47 41 39 35 32 30 28 25 24 22 21 20 

Emmetrope Comparison Value arc min = ECV 96 73 62 54 49 44 39 33 31 27 24 22 20 17 16 14 13 12 

Initial Refraction Setting  (+/-) = IRS diopters 16 12.125 10.375 9 8.125 7.375 6.375 5.5 5.25 4.5 4 3.5 3.25 3 2.5 2.25 2.25 2 

Snellen/Sloan ratio =   20 / XX 90 80 75 70 65 60 50 45 40 32 25 20 18 15 10 6 

Metric ratio  =  6 / XX 27 25 23 21 20 18 15 14 12 9.5 7.5 6 5.5 4.5 4 2 

Unaided Dyop Acuity arc min = UDA 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 

Emmetrope Comparison Value arc min = ECV 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

Initial Refraction Setting  (+/-) = IRS diopters 1.75 1.62 1.5 1.25 1.25 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.375 0. 25 0 -0.25 -0.375 -0.5 -0.75 

The Dyop optimum emmetrope equivalent to Snellen 20/20 (6/6) acuity has an angular arc width of 7.6 arc minutes, a 10% stroke width, and spins at 
40 revolutions per minute. The stimulus gap of that optimum Dyop correlates to a visual stimulus AREA of 0.54 arc minutes squared (the Minimum 
AREA of Resolution or MAR) versus the traditional Snellen/Sloan/Landolt visual stimulus AREA of 1.0 arc minute squared. The smaller Dyop MAR 
results in its being significantly more precise than the Snellen MAR, and having a linear, rather than a logarithmic, increase in size with increasing blur. 
That linearity also allows a Dyop to have an “optimum” (minimum) acuity endpoint for measuring refractive sphere, or cylinder, or axis. 

 
Dyop Refraction Terminology:  An emmetrope Dyop comparable to Snellen 20/20 (6/6) has zero sphere, zero cylinder, and zero axis.  The difference 
from that optimum emmetrope Dyop, with a (rounded) diameter of 8 arc minutes, correlate to an increase of one diopter of power, either plus OR 
minus for every 6 arc minutes in diameter.  The UDA in arc minutes (am) is the smallest Dyop diameter where spinning can clearly be detected. The 
ECV is calculated by subtracting 8 (the rounded initial am value) from the UDA arc minute (am) value.  The IRS +/- in diopters is a linear equivalent to 
the ECV.  Divide the ECV by 6 to calculate the IRS, and then round that IRS value to the nearest quarter of a diopter.  Using Optometry 
nomenclature, the IRS diopter value will be plus (+) for a hyperope and minus (-) for a myope.  Confirm the correct +/- IRS setting because an 
incorrect plus (+) or minus (-) IRS lens will make the spinning Dyop blurrier (less visible) rather than clearer.  Typically start with the right eye 
then the left eye followed by a binocular refraction.   The formula for spherical lens power is IRS (diopters of blur) = ECV/6 = (UDA-8)/6.   
Examples: A UDA of 14 arc minutes corresponds to an ECV of 6 arc minutes and 1 diopter of IRS sphere, as either plus (+) or minus (-).  A UDA of 26 
arc minutes will be an ECV of 18 arc minutes and three diopters of IRS sphere.  Reducing the Dyop diameter to sub-acuity (where Dyop spinning 
is NOT detected) is equivalent to adding blur to the Snellen test or selecting a smaller size acuity line to test for false positives. 



Dyop® Color Acuity Response Form 
Contact Allan@Dyop.org for access to the experimental test 

 

Dyop® Color Acuity Response Form          Copyright©2021        Dyop® Vision Associates LLC            Version 2021-08-06 

 
 GFV - 50% red / 45% green / 5% blue                RFV - 75% red / 20% green / 5% blue           RFV - 75% red / 20% green / 5% blue 
 

Color Hex RGB  Color Hex RGB  Color Hex RGB  Color Hex RGB 

Gray 999999 153.153.153 
 

Black 000000 0.0.0  Blue 0000FF 0.0.255 
 

Amber FFFF00 255.255.0 

   
 

White FFFFFF 255.255.255  Green 00FF00 0.255.0 
 

Red FF0000 255.0.0 

The smallest Dyop® arc width whose direction of spin is detected is the Acuity Endpoint for that color combination. 
 
 

Subject Name: ________________________ Viewing Distance: ________   Test Date: _____________ 
 

OD/OS/OU: _________     Device: ___________________________________ 
 

 
Dyop 

 
       

Color/Contrast Basic Acuity Blue/Gray  Green/Gray Amber/Gray    Red/Gray Green/White Blue/Black 

Arc Width 
 
 

      

Snellen - Feet 
 
 

      

Snellen - Meters 
 
 

      

 
 

 
Subject Name: ________________________ Viewing Distance: ________   Test Date: _____________ 

 
OD/OS/OU: _________     Device: ___________________________________ 

 

 
Dyop 

 
       

Color/Contrast Basic Acuity Blue/Gray  Green/Gray Amber/Gray    Red/Gray Green/White Blue/Black 

Arc Width 
 
 

      

Snellen - Feet 
 
 

      

Snellen - Meters 
 
 

      

 

 
 

Subject Name: ________________________ Viewing Distance: ________   Test Date: _____________ 
 

OD/OS/OU: _________     Device: ___________________________________ 
 

 
Dyop 

 
       

Color/Contrast Basic Acuity Blue/Gray  Green/Gray Amber/Gray    Red/Gray Green/White Blue/Black 

Arc Width 
 
 

      

Snellen - Feet 
 
 

      

Snellen - Meters 
 
 

      

 

 




